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Step 1 Navigation
There are 2 ways to access Patients Vaccinated Report:

The Patients
Vaccinated Report
allows end users to
generate a report
that lists each
patient who
received an
immunization
within a specified
timeframe as well
as update
immunization
validity through an
interactive
dashboard.
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 Log in to the MIIS and click REPORTS from the Menu.

 On the Reports landing page, click on the PATIENTS VACCINATED

button.

 Hover over REPORTS in the navigation menu

 Select Patient then click

Patients Vaccinated from
the drop down.

Running a Patients Vaccinated report is a helpful tool for tracking which patients you have
vaccinated for both increasing rates and in the event of a recall.

Step 2 Input Parameters
 Complete the input
parameters. Report Name is
optional.
 Enter in a Vaccine
Administration Data Range
 Next select the *Vaccine
Group. You can also choose
Any Vaccine to run the report
for all vaccines.
 All vaccines from the vaccine
group you selected will
appear in the *Selected
Vaccines box. To run the
report for specific vaccine(s)
use the arrow buttons to
move the vaccines you do not
want to include in your report
to the Available Vaccines
box.
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 Optional: Click on Limit Report by
Immunization or Limit Report by Patient
Information in the light blue bands to expand the
sections and enter in additional criteria to limit
your report.
 For instance, limit the report by a specific
lot number, manufacturer, or person who
administered the vaccine.

Patient status is defaulted to Active patients that are associated to your practice. To include other patient
status’ hold the ctrl key on your keyboard and click all that apply under the Patient Status option.

If your report is
evaluating a large set of
vaccinations, the MIIS
may run the report as a
background job and will
notify you once its
available for pick up in
the Delivered Reports
section under Reports.
 Once you have entered all your criteria, click Submit to run the report.
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Step 3 Report Output

 The Output screen generates a list of patients based on the criteria you entered on the input screen.
 The report can be printed by clicking the Patient Listing PDF button in the top left corner of the page.

Report Header:

Includes Site Pin
(identifier), Provider
Name, Vaccine
Administration Date
Range and Vaccine
Group and any
additional criteria you
entered on the Input
Parameters screen.

Total Patient
Count: This is

the total number of
patients included in the
report.

Total Number
of
Immunizations:

Administered by this
Site: This is sum of all
immunizations
administered by this

Percent of
Patients:
where Data Sharing
is ‘No’:

Provides how many
patients have objected
to data sharing who are
associated to your
practice.

 The report displays a table consisting of the following information:






Patients Last Name, First Name and Middle Name.
Patients Birth Date.
MRN or medical record number from your practice.
MIIS ID is the unique identifier that is assigned by the MIIS.
Data Sharing Status determines if they are sharing data across providers. This can be Yes, No or
Unknown.
 Number of Imms Admin at this Site this is the total immunizations that the patient has received at
this practice.
 Date of Most Recently Admin Imm at this Site is the most recent date of the last immunization the
patient has received at this practice.
 Total Imms in the MIIS is the total number of immunizations reported by any provider for this
patient in the MIIS.
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Step 4 Update Patient Status
 The practice population report allows the ability to change patient status directly through the report. You can
update one or many patient status’ through this interactive report.
 To begin, once you have the practice population output, click the Update Patient Status button located above the
patient table.

 The report output will change to the Patient Status Update page and will become interactive allowing you to make
updates to the patients shown in the output.
 Next, select the new status you want to apply to the patients that need to be updated by selecting from the Apply
the following status to the selected patient(s): drop down.
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 From the patient
listing, select the
patients that
require their status
to be updated by
clicking the
checkbox under
the Select column.

Regularly managing your patient population will ensure accurate data in the MIIS and have a positive
impact on your patient reports as inactive patients are not included in your reports.
 When you have
selected all the
applicable
patients, click
Submit at the
bottom of the
page.

 A confirmation pop up will appear asking
you to confirm the changes to be made.
 Click OK, to continue or Cancel to return
to the page.
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 A PDF of your updates will open in a new tab or window of your internet browser.

 To go back and update additional patient status’ close the window or tab.

In addition to regular patient management; conducting quarterly data quality
checks will help to ensure accurate and useful data. For additional information
on data quality please see MDPH Top Strategies for Increasing Immunization Coverage
Rates which can be found in the Help section of the MIIS.
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